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There has been a serious breakdown in security both regionally
and within states in recent years.

(...Russia’s annexation of Crimea & intervention in eastern Ukraine...)

These developments highlight the evolution of hybrid
warfare, where an adversary’s use of unattributable
means and plausible deniability signals a paradigm shift

in the use of power.

NATO ACT Strategic Foresight Analysis (2017)
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Hybrid threats

Hybrid threats are methods and activities that are targeted towards
vulnerabilities of the opponent. Vulnerabilities can be created by

historical memory, legislation, old practices, geostrategic factors,

strong polarisation of society, technological disadvantages or

ideological differences.



Attack on democratic processes and values
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Russia’s strategy of information warfare, the role of proxies in
undermining attribution efforts, and blunt lies from highest
country officials, consequentially hamper «victims’» political will
to recognise provocations as such and respond to them.

Unattributable, plausible deniability.... 



French Presidential Election of 2017

• Investigative reporters: Bellingcat, NYT, 
WP, CNN...

• French TV5 (2015)

• German Parliament (2014)

• International banking institutions (2015)

• World Anti-Doping Agency (2016)

• Dutch Safety Board (2015)

• Democratic National Committee (2016)

• Dutch ministries (2017)

• Angela Merkel Campaign (2017)

• International Olympic Committee (2018)



The Skripal Case (2018)



Maintaining support of Russian audience



Our Project on Countering Hostile Influence

• Provide an understanding of how influence works across the
spectrum of national power dimensions (DIME+ Financial,
Intelligence, Legal)

• Particular focus is on Russia

• Ambiguity is the buzzword



Thematic areas of threat

• GONGOs
• NGOs
• Academic Groups
• Lawfare
• Cyber operations
• Religious groups
• Territorial violations
• Agitation and civil unrest
• Coercion through threat of

use of force

• Media
• Espionage and infiltration
• Economic leverage
• Energy dependency
• Bribery and corruption
• Exploitation of ethnic and

cultural identities
• Political actors



The Database





Our Project on Mapping Hostile Narratives



Our Project on Mapping Hostile Narratives



Our Project on Mapping Hostile Narratives



• Call it out and be ready to respond

• Stop mirroring

• Threat awareness and quick adaptability are key. (Public reporting of intelligence findings )

• A diverse, visible response by Government/Parliament helps raise awareness of the threat 

and can act as a deterrent

• Consolidate and enhance Cyber Security & Cyber Defences

• Encourage vigilance and cooperation of Non-Government Actors, Media, Private Sector

• Balance disincentivising the sharing of disinformation with freedom of expression concerns

• Follow the money & expose it. (Take action against money loundering)

Recommendations



Thank you! 

elina.lange@stratcomcoe.org


